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       Disruption of the Relativistic, QED, QCD, Standard Nuclear Models, 
    After 70 years of thwarted fusion, Nuclear Physics should be fertile again! 

 No Dual Wave/Particles but Quaternal radiating Rings!
   Non Relativistic, Neutronless, Quarkless, Gluonless, Nucleus Theory 
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     In the spirit of Ernest Rutherford:
                        the aim of Physics is not playing with symbols
                              but  uncovering  the secrets of NATURE,
  extending Scientific Knowledge to Heuristics for better Understanding..



Dissatisfied by the abstruse Mathematical Physics interpretations
of The Standard Nuclear MODEL

my own independent Mechanical Engineering Physicist audit 
has led me to refute most Standard Nuclear Physics and claim that :

- the neutron is not  an elementary particle,
 the published ( computed) value of  the Neutron mass is in doubt,

-quarks and gluons have no physical reality   
-    the proton and  electron spins are not 1/2: their spin is unitary

- the values of mass defects are questionable

Protons and electrons are not wave/particles but are ringing Rings!
   BASIS of  Particles, Atomic and Nuclear RINGS MODEL: 

 no longer  λ=h/mv  but   mRv=h/2π and mrc= h/2π
     Internal particle, atomic and nuclear energy is stored in inner spins    

    Proton,  Electron,  atom and  nucleus are multi-spins  Rings, 
The neutron is a compound: an unstable sub-hydrogen atom,

The nucleus is a neutronless proton/electron spinning mechanics



           Only two elementary stable particles: the electron and the proton        
       ( the huge Zoo of short lived particles are unstable collision fragments)

          Rough QUEST/RING Sketch Model of the Proton and the Electron 



        Sketch QUEST/RING Model of the Neutron 
as a compound proton/neutron   

    



New Standard  Quaternal    QUEST/RING sketch model of the electron
                 4 inner spins : intrinsic, orbital, daily “sub-orbital”, helicity  

               



               QUEST/RING   NEUTRONLESS   NUCLEUS

The Nucleus: cluster of protons surrounded by a shell of MeV electrons
    High energy nuclear electrons keep spinning at light velocity around the nucleus 
   Their energy increase by quanta of m°c² with the number of protons in the nucleus 
                    Electrons are held around the nucleus by the strong interaction 
                                         137 times larger than the strong force

Ring structure of the ATOM  ( Bohr Model)
    Atom: a nucleus  surrounded by Z  orbiting eV electrons & eV radiations

 Ring structure of the NUCLEUS (extended Bohr Model)
   Nucleus: cluster of Z+z protons surrounded by z  orbiting MeV  electrons
                                     with gamma MeV radiations
     No neutrons in the nucleus 
        The QUEST/RING  atom :  Z

AM 
z  

         Atomic number: A=Z+z protons
    Z atomic electrons ( eV energy), z nuclear  electrons (MeV energy)



New QUEST/RING   3-D  Table of  the  Elements  ( neutronless)

                     



                      Tentative  Sketch of a Quest/Ring  Deuterium Atom 
                                     

 
             



NO neutron in Deuterium Nucleus: 2 protons + a 2.2 MeV “luminic” electron
held by the Strong Force



      Sketch of a Helium Atom with its atomic and nuclear electrons

         

                  



The  Standard Model null spin of Helium Nucleus is misleading: it is multispins
Null spin and magnetic moment stems from perfect cancellations of all moments
      The Helium Nucleus is a highly energetic spinning multi-gyroscopic gear

                    

                 
PROTONS PACKING in the HELIUM NUCLEUS 

    (flat magnets packing)                             



  COMPARISON   Quaternal spinning electron Mass Dilation vs Relativity
          m= m°sqrt(1+v²/c²+v3/c3+v4/c4)    vs   m = m°/sqrt(1-v²/c²) 

                                     Quaternal nuclear electron can spin at the speed of light    

   
 

                                  
  

   

                                     



 SUMMARY OF  THE DISRUPTIONS of  QUEST/RING Model          
                                             REJECTION of
      STANDARD MODEL, QED, QCD, STRINGS, Particle Zoo
        Quark, Gluon, Neutron as fermion, have no physical reality
                      There are no  neutron in the nucleus

                       NEW   QUEST/RING Nuclear Mechanics  
          Only 2 elementary stable particles :electron and proton 
                                       +   unstable debris!!!

                      Two types of electrons rings: (extended Bohr Model)
                              Atomic  eV electrons: optic transitions
                          Nuclear MeV electrons: gamma  transitions                     
          nuclear electrons spin at the speed of light : luminic electrons
        The Relativistic and Quest mass dilations are nearly identical         
            

           THE NEUTRON IS NOT A FERMION       
       THE NEUTRON  IS an unstable SUB ATOM of HYDROGEN



IMPLICATIONS OF THE QUEST/RING Atomic & Nuclear MODEL   
                 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IONIZATION ENERGY of Hydrogen and Deuterium
This means that the nucleus of the Deuterium does not behave as a simple proton

 
  

                   Mass spectrometric measures  must be challenged for all ions 
Potential Big Impact on Mass Defects and computations of Bonding Energies              



                                                       CONCLUSIONS

           What kind of  Future for the Standard Model Nuclear Physics   ?????              
                                                 and for FUSION ????
             AFTER A CENTURY OF  BRILLIANT  SUCCESS
          IT IS NECESSARY, NOW, TO CHALLENGE  
  EINSTEIN, SCHRODINGER, DIRAC, QED and QCD theories...
                     and the whole centenary Standard Model  
based solely on interpretations, since direct subatomic observations
                                        are still quite impossible!!!      
  Nuclear  Fusion plasma projects need a new audit 
                   (50 years of  fusion experiments have failed, 
                             to produce a single  kwh , so far!)
          Good Luck for the various, giant, present fusion projects
                      but, my new Model  may open new ways
                                 for extracting the huge energy
        stored, very closely, inside the nucleus electron shell fly-wheel!



  

    

    

     

    We have reached a Historic, “New Prometheus” turning point 
                                        of our civilization
      



                                    Very Bad News for Mankind, nowadays…. 
     Physicists are, indeed, very busy, but work with the wrong nucleus model ????
              (  actually since a century, they keep, blindly, working on the same one)
      Competition, Diversity and Inclusion have to impact Theoretical Physics Models
             since  Mankind, today, has no, new, energy source  to replace carbon

               But,  as for Schrodinger's cat…. there is Good News and Bad News
                                       in the Theoretical Physical World

                                              Now, the Good News:  
               a  NEW,  LIGHTER, MECHANICAL NUCLEAR PHYSICS  
                                             is evolving  and aiming
                                           no longer, at the Sex of the Angels,                                            
                          but  at  the huge Energy, wisely & safely, stored by Nature, 
                        in the multi-ringed Heart of our mysterious & powerful Matter !!!
    Paris-New Orleans,  October 28th 2022 
                                             

Appendix QUEST/RING
 Quaternal Unitary Electron Spin Theory &/or  Quaternal Unified Extremely Simple Theory
                    Rotating Inner Nuclear Gear  &/or   Rotating Inner Nuclear Gyros



 Brief presentation of the QUEST/RING Non Relativistic  Quaternion Origin    
                4 spins can be attributed to an electron or a proton moving at velocity V 
            intrinsic spin (Compton), orbital spin( de Broglie) ,  sub orbital pin,   helicity spin
             In 1994, André Lichnérowicz did present at the French Académie des Sciences

           my Hypothesis of the Complex Nature of Matter : a moving mass is  complex!!
                  the moving real mass m° is pulled by an imaginary mass m' moving at velocity c 
          m*= m°+ im'   with i²=-1  and  mv= m'c      so     m = m°/ sqrt(1-v²/c²)   well known formula!
         My new model retrieves the relativistic mass dilation, but without relativistic hypothesis
        At low velocity    m = m°+ ½ m°v²/c² ,   m= m°+m#  ,   m# is the imaginary mass dilation
           More recently I have extended my model to real physical particles, by introducing 4 spins
                             4 quaternions masses can represent the 4 different  spins
                         the mass becomes a quaternion :       m*=m°+im'+jm”+km'''   i²=j²=k²=-1
                                m = sqrt( m°²+ m'²+m”²+m'''²) = m°(1+v²/c²+v3/c3+v4/c4)1/2

                   (quaternal  mass dilation is very close to relativistic values at low speed)
     The nuclear electrons can spin around the nucleus with a finite mass at light velocity    
         I do extend the Atomic Bohr Model to the Nucleus, but with gamma rays emissions  


